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NAACP Presents
Freedom Sing and Dance Santa Will Throw a Snow Ball
In Gym Saturday Night For Good Little Scots
8:30-12.0- 0. Only 25c. In the Gym from
9-12-
:30 Tonight!
Volume LXXX
Trustees Combine
Phys. Ed. Depts.,
Introduce Russian
The Board of Trustees has
made a definite commitment to
hire a Russian instructor for the
year beginning Sept. 1, 1964, and
has completed action which will
combine the Men's and Women's
Physical Education Departments.
The Committee on Administra-
tion of the Board of Trustees ap-
proved the recommendation of the
Dean of the College that an in-
structor for Russian be employed
for the next school year. It is ex-
pected that the first year of Rus-
sian, already in the curriculum
and catalog from earlier faculty
action, will be offered next year,
with the second year being added
the following year, and the litera-
ture courses three years hence.
Phys. Ed. Merger
The Committee on Administra-
tion also approved the recommen-
dation of the administration and
the Teaching Staff Committee of
the faculty that as of Sept. 1, 1964
the present separate Physical Edu-
cation Departments for Men and
Women would be combined into
a single department and called the
Department of Physical Education.
All of the staff members eligible
to return to either department will
be continued as members of the
new department, with the same
rank and tenure they would other-wis- e
have held.
Two Advantages
There will be no changes in
course offerings until a chairman
of the department is designated. At
that time changes as the depart-
ment deems wise will be presented
to the Curriculum Committee of
the faculty and later considered by
the faculty as a whole.
Dean Drushal suggested at least
two advantages to the reorganiza-
tion. "First it will centralize the
utilization and development of fa-
cilities for physical education. Sec-
ondly, it will make possible better
coordination of the curriculum and
scheduling. Both of these advan-
tages should result in a strength-
ened offering in the new depart-
ment."
Cast Rehearses
Pinafore Operetta
Final rehearsals are now under
way for the January 9, 10 and 11
production of Gilbert and Sulli-
van's HMS Pinafore. Under the
supervision of Dr. Ling and Dr.
Logan, the operetta production
class will be handling the direction
with Ruth England and Mary Dal-rymp- le
conducting the orchestra
and Ann Barr and Sharon Gaeth
the chorus.
The first Gilbert and Sullivan
production since The Mikado two
years ago, the plot evolves around
the obstacles which class pride
creates to prevent Buttercup from
winning the Captain's love and his
daughter's marriage to the sailor,
Ralph.
"The production will be handled
in the traditional manner with
added innovations to accommo-
date our stage," says Dr. Logan.
But in spite of the small stage and
the extremely crammed rehearsal
schedule, Dr. Logan reports that
the participants are "enjoying it
thoroughly." Costumes will come
from Eves of New York.
The cast, chosen in free try-out- s,
includes Joan Carter as Buttercup,
Bryan Dunlap as Captain, Chal
Brumbaugh as Ralph, Carol
Stromberg as Josephine, the Cap-
tain's daughter, and Pierre Lucero
as the villain, Dick Deadeye. Other
principles include Thomas Nichols,
Leonard Pifer, Frank Peters and
Carol Hulst. Sandy Weaver is
choreographer.
Tickets will go on sale Monday,
Jan 6, at 1:00. '
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Students will assemble around
night for the annual Christmas
Police Wound,
DemonsfrafingSfudenfPafriofs
Leiden, Netherlands (COSEC) Student protests against
the recent coups d'etat which
in the Dominican Republic and
in a number of Central American countries.
Student demonstrations against
the new Dominican regime which
displaced the freely-electe- d presi-
dent Juan Bosch grew steadily in
size and frequency in the last two
months. On Oct. 25, an 18-ye- ar
old student was killed when police
broke up a protest of secondary
school students in Santo Domingo,
the Dominican capital. Nineteen
students were arrested earlier in
the month for participating in de-
monstrations against the regime.
2,000 Demonstrate
On Oct. 7, roughly 2,000 stu-
dents at the University of Santo
Domingo demonstrated in favor of
exiled ex-Preside- nt Juan Bosch.
The police ended the demonstra-
tion with tear gas and automatic
weapons, wounding several stu-
dents. In the wake of the demon-
stration, around 60 students were
arrested and a state of siege was
clamped on the country.
A central headquarters of inter-
national university students in La-
tin America, noting that the coups
in Honduras and the Dominican
Republic were made "on the pre-
text of checking communism," and
declared, "These gentlemen with
their machetes and guns should
know that this is not the way to
check communism. The only way
to fight communism is to give the
people the conditions it needs to
satisfy its vital wants in a climate
of freedom and security and not
under a military regime. . .
.
Reforms Necessary
"Communism, they should
know, does not die from bullets,
imprisonment, torture; it dies
through political, social, economic
and cultural reforms which give
man the true value of his person-
ality and dignity . . . reforms that
ensure his family a decent stand-
ard of living and make it pos-
sible to develop to the full the
qualities and aspirations that are
inherent in mankind, in a climate
of political, religious and cultural
freedom."
The main non-communi- st stu-
dent federation in the Dominican
Republic, in a special meeting of
its executive committee, appealed
to world publio opinion through
the United Nations and the OAS
to oppose the undemocratic regime
which on Sept. 25 replaced by
force the freely-electe- d government
of President Juan Bosch.
"Once authority has been lost
and force used, a state of irregu-
larity arises which violates the
Published by the Students
Wooster, Ohio, Friday,
the campus tree Wednesday
carol sing.
Kill, Imprison
overthrew democratic regimes
Honduras have been launched
human and civil rights, a state
which is no more than the first
step towards the installation of a
dictatorship. Unfortunately, our
own country is following this
path."
Committee Reveals
Total Chapel Cuts
Students concerned about the
number of chapel cuts that may
have been recorded against ihem
early this year while they were in
adjusting to the new attendance
system will be- - given an oppor-
tunity to check the records tomor-
row.
The tally of chapel cuts through
Nov. 15 will be available in the
listening room in the basement of
the library across from the en-
trance to the lecture room be-
tween 2 and 5 p.m. Saturday.
Students are asked not to bring
long lists of names to be checked.
Three to a customer may have to
be the limit if the crowd becomes
too large.
This offer will not be repeated
and is an exception to the rule
that each student is expected to
keep track of his own attendance.
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faculty Lifeeralizes'doss
Selects Resding IPerioi Exam Change
Underclass Honors Courses Begin
The faculty of the College
of requirements for class attendance and approved a new
special program of underclass
25 meeting.
The Educational Policy Commit-
tee of the faculty and the Cur-
riculum Committee of the SGA
recommended the new class attend-
ance requirements to the faculty.
The primary responsibility for de-
ciding whether attendance will be
required or not is up to the in-
dividual departments and instruc-
tors. The new system will be ef-
fective Jan. 29, 1964.
No General Rules
As of that date the College shall
set no general rules concerning
class attendance, except in two
cases: Students continuing in col-
lege only by special action of the
Committee on Academic Standards
shall attend all classes, and all
students shall attend all classes
within a 24-ho- ur period before and
after vacations, on penalty of a
$10 fine (a present requirement).
Beyond these exceptions, the in-
structor and department head con-
cerned shall set attendance require-
ments for each course. Penalties
for infraction of these require-
ments may range from reduction
of the course grade to expulsion
from the course, depending on the
seriousness of the offense.
Faculty on Own
The following concommitants to
this proposal are understood:
(1) The instructor shall report
all students failing to meet class
attendance requirements, along
with penalties imposed, to the ap-
propriate dean.
(2) The Dean of the College
shall circulate to the faculty, at
the beginning of each semester, a
list of those students remaining
college by special action of the
Committee on Academic Standards.
The faculty shall report class ab
sences of these students to the
dean, who shall evaluate the stu-
dent excuses and impose penalties
for unexcused absences ranging
from fines to suspension from the
College, depending on the serious
ness of the offense.
(3)' Attendance requirements
for each course shall be filed with
the Registrar's Office and made
available to interested students.
(4) Faculty requiring attend
ance at classes are urged to con
sider exempting students with a
grade average of 3.0 or above
from that requirement, if possible.
XXs
adopted a liberalized system
honors courses at its Nov.
The Special Committee on Un-
derclass Honors of the faculty
recommended
.
to the faculty the
1 m m m - -
adoption ot the plan which was
adopted. Beginning with the sec
ond semester of the 1963-6- 4 aca
demic year, each department and
interdepartmental staff will be
authorized to offer an honors sec-
tion in conjunction with any of its
underclass courses. Credit for such
a section will be the same as for
the regular course.
REGISTRATION
The Counseling Period for
all students to be enrolled the
second semester will end
Wednesday. Registration for
second semester will be Satur-
day, Jan. 11.
The schedule for students
to register will be as follows:
Seniors, 8:00-8:3- 0
Juniors, 8:30-9:1- 5
Sophomores, N--Z,
9:15-10:3- 0
Sophomores, A--M,
10:30-11:0- 0
Freshmen, N-- Z
11:00-11:3- 0
Freshmen, A-- M
11:30-12:0- 0
students will be eligible to
apply for admission to honors
sections after the first semester of
the freshman year. The number of
students to be admitted to a sec-
tion and the conditions of admis-
sion will be determined by the de-
partment or interdepartmental staff
concerned.
Inviting Experiment
The special Committee that
recommended the new proposal
points out that the plan invites
a variety of experiments within
our existing course structure. It
can be instituted with a minimum
of demands upon the present staff
and requires no new administra-tiv- e
machinery. By offering to all
students of high motivation the
opportunity to participate, it is
more consonant with our upper-clas- s
Independent Study program
than would be an underclass
honors program open only to a
select few.
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Peter Griswold dances a slippery jig through the arch, losing his letters, and finding terrazo
floors have a hardness of 10. He readily accepts the hand of polite Wooster coed Joan
Duncan. M-m- en have made valiant efforts to make the spot safer, but the effect seems to
be wearing off.
Number 11
AflendQnce,
The faculty at its meeting
Wednesday afternoon rejected
a 1964-6-5 calendar which in-
cluded a mid-semest- er two-da- y
reading period, tabled pro-
posals to revamp the final exam
period, approved a new registra-
tion procedure and permitted ex-
periments in new class schedules.
The Calendar rejected for the
school year 1964-6-5 included a
two-da- y reading period seven-eig- ht
weeks from the beginning of
each semester. During that period
no classes or extra-curricul- ar
meetings of any type would have
been permitted. It was proposed
initially by the Student-Facult- y Re-
lations Committee and was de-
signed to allow every student to
"clean his own house."
Mass Exam Changes
Several proposals which would
have either eliminated or limited
the number of mass exam periods
during final exams were tabled.
The. proposals were designed to
shorten the finals period and to
allow more even distribution of
each student's exams. The faculty
at its Nov. 25 meeting rejected a
plan to insert one day in the mid-
dle of the finals period when no
exams would be scheduled.
Finally adopted at Wednesday's
meeting was a scheme essentially
similar to the present operation
whereby mass exams are scheduled
by the cooperative effort of the
Dean of the College, the chairman
of the department and the Regis-
trar.
The following proposal was
adopted concerning experimental
courses: Subject to the approval
of the Dean and the chairman of
the department, any teacher in a
given course may alter the number
of class meetings or adjust the
schedule in order to implement
specific experimental teaching tech.
niques. The Dean will keep records
on the relative success or failure
of these experiments.
Priority Classes
A new registration procedure
designed to allow students to enter
certain priority classes was adop-
ted. The following are principles
of the plan:
Wll BOOK DRIVE
Starting immediately after
Christmas Vacation, Wooster-in-lnd- ia
will conduct a book
drive running until the end
of the semester. Used text
books are especially needed.
All departments shall admit to
their classes, on a preferential
basis, students who qualify, i.e.
who have the course prerequisites,
under the following three categor-
ies of priority: Seniors needing
this course to complete major re-
quirements or to meet other spec
ial college requirements, junior
majors in the department, all other
students electing the course under
the next provision below.
Every full-tim- e student has the
right to enroll in any two courses
of his choice, in addition to Lib
eral Studies for freshmen, Religion
101-10- 3, and Independent Study
for juniors and seniors.
All departments are urged to ad
mit students in all priorities above
except the last to their classes,
opening extra sections of the
course if necessary.
One week in advance of regis
tration, students will be given the
opportunity to indicate their
priority requirements to the Regis-
trar's Office on special forms which
he will make available. Depart
ments will issue class cards to
those who have declared these
priorities, and only to these stu-
dents, in advance of registration.
Ihe new procedure will take
effect for the registration for first
semester, 1964-65- .
Pago Two
The Right Kind Of Pride
"Snobbish" describes a quality which is easily one of
the most detestable traits any person or institution can be
labeled with. And there are signs which seem to indicate
that such an adjective may well apply to some students and
some aspects of the College of Wooster.
One member of the board of trustees commented about
a situation in his local church; several high school seniors
had mentioned to him that the Wooster students they met
at one gathering seemed like snobs. Another alumnus des-
cribed a Wooster Club meeting where the evening's discussion
was the problem of snobbery in the Wooster community as it
appeared to those looking in from the outside.
Such reports can be balanced by as many incidents of
the opposite description, yet they should be enough to alert
the Wooster College community to what may be a very seri-
ous problem. Those of us who are part of the community
itself may be somewhat reluctant to describe ourselves as
snobs. But those outside may see us in a different light.
How many times have we bragged, quietly and uncon-
sciously perhaps, about what a difficult life the Wooster aca-
demic student leads? To be sure this College is not a "push-
over," but those of us who glorify Wooster's academic repu-
tation would use their effort more wisely if they took a look
at our many shortcomings and attempted to do their part to
destroy them.
The right kind of pride does not become self -- centered.
It does not seek to impress people with boosts, no matter how
subtle. It never looks down on any person because he is not
"good enough." The right kind of pride in the College of
Wooster betrays gratitude and appreciation in as humble and
considerate a manner as is humanly possible. It has nothing
in common with narcissism.
Johnson Cuts Spending
President Johnson has taken several courageous and
astute policy positions since he became the head of the Ad-
ministration. Among the most commendable is the strenuous
and concerted effort to cut military spending.
Such effort is careful not to endanger the military se-
curity of the West. It attempts to gain some overall perspec-
tive when looking at our defense needs and to ensure that the
military-industri- al complex does not get control of itself and
serve only itself instead of the country as a whole.
Last July Senator George McGovern stood almost all
alone in the Senate when he demanded the elimination of
unnecessary defense expenditures. Only a handful of arch-libera- ls
came to his side. No one at the time would have
thought Lyndon Johnson would come to aid his cause. Let
the new president continue to have the courage to resist the
pressures of those who benefit by "pork-barrel- " military
spending.
Ironic Obstruction
It is indeed regretable that the faculty at its last meet-
ing Wednesday afternoon rejected the inclusion of a two-da- y
reading period free of all classes and scheduled activities
in the middle of each semester of the 1964-6- 5 academic year.
One can well imagine the two main objections to such a
proposal: students will not make good use of the time, and
professors will lose one or two of their class periods in any
semester course. Both objections are largely unfounded.
Missed class periods could easily be made up if the faculty
would pass some of the proposed revisions of the final exam
period. We might also ask whether the notion that education
takes place only or primarily in the classroom is not outmoded.
Wooster has experimented already with much success
with such student-responsibilit- y oriented plans as I. S. Are
we afraid to try more?
The College community finds itself in a situation that
seems rather ironic to many: the faculty may have become
the corner of obstruction to the liberalizing efforts of the Ad-
ministration. At least, though, we can praise the Adminis-
tration this year.
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Once, back in the awful days of required church attend-
ance, I hankered for salvation, not unreasonably, that one
morning's spasm of spiritual activity would count for a whole
year of Westminster services.
My problem, of course, was to
find someone who would adminis-
ter the sacraments and bring down
grace upon my unworthy head. I
was desparate. No one would take
me seriously. I searched high and
low for someone to perform the
BABY, IT'S COLD OUTSIDE!
Even the Mississippi Delta
gets freezing weather, and
many share-cropp- er families
don't have warm clothing for
the winter. If you have any
unwanted blankets, coats,
sweater, shirts, pants, sox,
scarfs, etc., drop them in the
Operation Freedom clothing,
collection boxes in any one of
the dorms, including Living-
stone and Korner Klub, be-
tween now and next Thurs-
day.
You could make Christmas
for someone a little brighter
as well as a little warmer.
rites, but all I got were snickers
and threats of a lengthy stay in
purgatory.
My prayers and earnest entreat-
ies were heard at last by Mr. James
Switzer, a native of Akron, 0., who
knew just the man: Rev. Rex
Humbard, the spiritual mentor of
Ohio's unwashed immigrants from
Appalachia and proprietor of Ak-
ron's Cathedral of Tomorrow. I
leaped at the chance and Sunday
morning found me approaching
Rev. Rex's establishment with awe
and a sense of spiritual awaken-
ing.
The Cathedral of Tomorrow is
a large, round building of modern
design. Inside is an auditorium
capable of holding five thousand
of the anointed, circled by two
or three floors of rooms for Sun-
day school, prayer meetings and
the like. I looked to the ceiling
and was amazed to find hanging
there a large illuminated cross.
When I first saw it, it was yellow
with a red border and I pointed
to it mutely.
"Yes,! said Switzer, "it weighs
six tons." His calm, blase demean-
or seemed irreverent in the face of
such a mighty spiritual artifact,
but I said nothing, for pots were
being circulated to collect a "love-offerin- g"
for the good minister.
A television camera was raised
suddenly ten or so feet off the
floor by hydraulic lifts and Rev.
Rex was on the air. Presently, the
American flag was dropped down
the central aisle and a quick
Bucolica
by Colin MacKinnon
glance at the cross showed that it
had turned, red, white and blue.
I was stirred.
After a short opening program,
Rev. Rex was lowered from view
more hydraulics and the cur-
tain behind him opened to show
a series of tableaux staged by some
of the local youth. After this edify-
ing spectacle, the curtain closed,
Rex came back into view, and
a sermon ensued as well as two
more offerings.
Unfortunately, all I can recall
is that it was a good show and
well worth the money. Rex looked
imploringly at the ceiling, pointed
menacingly at the floor, rolled his
eyes and rubbed his tummy. As
I say, a good show.
A call came for sinners to re-
deem themselves and march for-
ward to be saved. Switzer and I,
accordingly, went forth. We knelt
in front of the stage, were blessed
by Rev. Rex, and were led down
into the basement where we were
assigned individual "case-workers- ."
Mine, a youngish chap, told
me to kneel and pray. As I did
so, a hand on my neck pushed my
head gently to the edge of a chair;
this, evidently, is a sure-fir- e means
of inspiration.
At once a ghastly fear came
over me: would I have to confess
my sins out loud? My knowledge
of theology was nil at the time and
I wasn't sure just what was sinful
and what was not. I looked about.
To my left was a young lady of
not unpleasant curvature.
Aha. A light dawned: I thought
of a sin. I thought, in fact, of a
number of them. If the gentleman
wanted a confession, I would
make one up. Indeed, I would
brighten his morning with a lulu.
As luck would have it, though,
I was not called upon to confess;
I prayed and sweated but did not
have to tell all. The incantations
over, everyone was handed litera-
ture treatises on salvation, the
evils of Romanism and hard drink,
and exhortations to get repentent
and stay that way.
The case-work- er was so impres-
sed with my emotional upheaval
that he informed me I could be
"another Billy Graham." Now, the
indignities of salvation are mani-
fold. I can endure most of them
if I grit my teeth and set myself
to the task, but that was the last
straw, the final insult that ended
my brief state of grace. I drew
myself up, walked out glaring, and
was driven home much sobered by
the experience.
Scot's Forum
cots' Discuss. NAACP
To the Editor:
Until a few days ago a picture
of the Berlin Wall and the Bran-
denburg Gate was posted on a
bulletin board on the second floor
of Kauke Hall. The following
phrases were scribbled on the pic-
ture in the course of the few
weeks that it was displayed:
1. Ces allemands sont des cons
(These Germans are "cons" (con-
victs?))
2. Arbeit macht frei (Work
makes free)
3. Heute besitzt (besetzt?) uns
das machtige Deutschland, mor-ge- n
die ganze Welt! (Today the
powerful Germany occupies us,
tomorrow the whole world!)
I had first decided to overlook
the first two remarks, but with the
appearance of the third, which is
an obvious allusion to the Third
Reich, I feel obliged to offer to
discuss the matter with those who
are responsible for the slogan and
with anyone else who may cherish
similar prejudices or opinions.
The picture has been removed.
However, it may be seen upon re-
quest at any time.
Dr. Peter Nusser,
Department of German
NAACP Questioned
To the Editor:
The appearance on this campus
of groups such as a proposed chap-
ter of the NAACP may well cause
some people discomfort and in a
The Politician
For three years I have been corresponding with a student
in Vietnam. All during this time up to her most recent letter,
she never once mentioned anything about Diem or Vietnamese
political activities. I had indicated to her that I had
interest in 'her country, but had
refrained from becoming too spe
cific because of the censureship
in her country. Three weeks after
the revolt and deposing of Diem,
I received a letter explaining some
of the events leading up to the
revolt. The following is quoted
from her letter.
"Last April, Ngo Dinh Thuc
(Diem's brother), a bishop, went
to Vatican, Italy and said that al-
most all Vietnamese are Catholics.
On the birthday of Buddha, a
group of bishops from the Vatican
came here as observers. You know,
every year we celebrate a big
holiday for that day, but this year
Thuc told Diem that he must give
an order against it. We could not
do anything and all Vietnamese
were angry about it. From that day
on, the government had many
troubles with the buddhist monks,
Buddhists, and the students.
"Two months after, all schools
were closed because the students
w 1
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and Til confiscate your sack."
Friday, December 13, 1963
sense, disappointment. One of the
distinctions of a college such as
Wooster has been the absence of
the sociological phenomenon called
racial segregation and discrimina-
tion. Now that such a group raises
its head this very distinction may
well be undermined.
The financial contribution to
such a cause as desegration which
college students here could make
is infinitesimal in comparison to
the fantastic sums which finan-
cially well-of- f people and groups
can and do supply to the national
organization.. The demand on per-
sonal time and effort made by a
local tutoring program seems to
me an unwarranted demand. The
effect which a college group might
exert on the local problems of job,
housing, voting, transportation,
and health discrimination would
be invalid because of the student's
status of residence in this com-
munity.
To be blunt, I question the va-
lidity of such effort on the part
of students at this college in light
of their situation here and rela-
tionship to the environment in
which they find the conditions to-
ward which they intend to direct
their energies.
Do not mistake my position,
please; I believe the cause of ra-
cial equality is worthy of every
man's concern. But this concern
(Continued on Page 6)
by Jim Pope
an
stood up against Diem and his
family government. Many people
were imprisoned or were killed by
the government. But after a month,
the elementary schools and high
school were opened, but the Uni-
versities were closed until after the
event on Nov. 1, 1963. We have
just come back to my college last
week after a very long vacation of
seven months. I am very glad
about this event."
She had never mentioned any
of this in her previous letters, in-
cluding the closing of her college.
For me this provides an interest-
ing footnote to the events in Viet-
nam, and gives me a chance to
consider some of the events in
the light of a first-han- d report,
rather than relying solely on daily
newspaper accounts.
CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS
FROM
Nadelin's Restaurant
AND
Catering Service
NEW
IN THE DECEMBER
ATLANTIC?
'Berlin: The Broken City": A Special
45-pag- e Supplement. A border guard
lieutenant, an East German textbook
editor, distinguished Berlin novelist
Gunter Grass and 7 other informed
observers report on : Th Political
Cabarets, The Young Germans, Why
tha Guards Defect, Writers In Berlin,
Berlin's Economic Future, and other
subjects. Plus a photographic report
on the rebuilding of Berlin.
ALSO
"The Supreme Court and Its Critics":
Judge Irving R. Kaufman discusses
the extent to which the Supreme Court
appears to have taken on an educative
function and how such change can
be Justified.
Stories and Poems by: Dudley Fitts,
N. J. Berrill, Ted Hughes,
Peter Davison, Muriel
Rukeyser. Sallie
Bingham, Jesse Hill
Ford, Jeannette
Nichols and others.
The pursuit of excel-
lence is the everyday firJob of The Atlantic'seditors be It In fic-
tion or fact, poetry
or prose. In ever-increasi- ng
numbers,
those In pursuit of
academic excellence
find in The Atlantic
a challenging, enter-
taining y onand enlight-
ening SALEcompanion. NOWGet your copy today. Y
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Guest Soloists Join
Choir For Concert
The Christmas performance of the Wooster Concert Choir
will take place on Sunday evening, Dec. 15 at 8:15 p.m., in
Memorial Chapel. It will be highlighted by the appearance
ot three guest soloists.
Mrs. Jean Blair, a soprano, who
sang at Wooster last spring in the
presentation of "Saint Matthew's
Passion," is a regular soloist at
the Westminster Presbyterian
Church in Akron.
Seth McCoy, a tenor at Epworth
Euclid Methodist Church and the
Suburan Temple in Cleveland,
has also been a member of the
Jubilee Singers, who have traveled
extensively through Europe, South
America, India, and the Near East.
A km
''
mwwtpttJ
Seth McCoy
Dale Moore, the baritone soloist,
is the chairman of the Conserva-
tory of Music at Denison Univer-
sity. He has been associated with
the Cleveland Orchestra and has
given several recitals at the New
York Town Hall.
Christmas Cantata
One of the major pieces on the
program will be the Christmas
cantata, written by the late Vaughn
Williams. Made up of 16 short
sections, it correlates music and
mi
CLEAR FORK
Ohio's Prestige Resort
at BUTLER
15 Mi. S. E. of Mansfield
CLEAR FORK
1 Has Everything '
for Ski and
1 After-S-ki i
OPEN EVERY DAY & NIGHT
MO
text in a skillful, beautiful man-
ner.
Williams, who studied under De-bus- sy
and Ravel, makes copious
use of their. technique by shifting
the harmony in parallel motion.
The text includes the Christmas
story as told by Matthew and
Luke, performed by the sopranos
with a soft organ accompaniment.
The angel's solo is sung by the
tenor, Seth McCoy. These scrip-
ture passages are augmented by
selections of poetry from various
epochs, set for full choir and or-
chestra.
Motet for Kennedy
Also featured will be the Bach
Cantata No. 102. Using as its
theme the struggle between good
and evil, it takes its text from
Jeremiah 5:3:
"0 Lord, do not thine eyes look
for truth? Thou hast smitten them
but they felt no anguish . . . they
have made their faces harder than
rock; they have refused to repent."
As the words suggest, it is a work
of tremendous power and diver-
sity.
The concert will include a motet
by Mozart, "Ave Verum Corpus."
Written six months before the
composer's death, it will be pre-
sented as a tribute to the late
President, John F. Kennedy.
The public is invited to attend
the concert free of charge, but no
seats can be reserved after 8 p.m.
An offering will be taken to defray
expenses.
Anyone who cannot be seated in
the chapel owing to lack of space
will be accommodated in Scott
Auditorium of Taylor Hall, where
a television unit will transmit the
program.
Christmas
Shopping
Guide for Men!
TIE
BELT
SHIRT
GLOVES
JACKETS
PAJAMAS
SWEATERS
UNDERWEAR
SPORT COATS
SPORT SHIRTS
STADIUM COAT
SWEATER SHIRT
HANDERCHIEFS
SOCKS
ROBES
SUITS
TOPCOATS
MUFFLERS
BRENNER
BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
Freedlander's
It Pays To Buy Quality"
happy trip h
your reservatioMS
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Carol Fuller and Stan Good view various enamel dishes at
Christmas Art Bazaar. v
Prints, jewelry, ceramics and cards by such famous artists as
Picasso, Chagall, Manet and Rouault are on display and for
sale in the Art Center at the Art Bazaar, Dec. 6 to Dec. 18.
These art pieces are on sale so that Wooster students, faculty
and townspeople may have an opportunity to purchase original
works of famous artists for Christmas gifts at reasonable prices.
The Art Bazaar, a nonprofit enterprise, is sponsored by the Art
Department, which is composed of Mr. MacKenzie, Miss Gould
and Mr. Olson.
Anyone wishing to purchase art work may reserve it by sign-
ing for the work and by getting it on the final "pick up" day,
Dec. 18. The new Art Center hours are 8:30 to 12 noon and 1:00
to 5:00 p.m. on weekdays and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Sundays.
mlm Urges G
During the past three months
approximately $1 million has
been contributed to the Ford Foun-
dation Challenge Campaign, an-
nounced Director of the Centennial
Campaign G. T. (Buck) Smith on
Wooster Day this week. This
figure does not include outstanding
pledges nor the $600,000 advance
payment from the Ford Founda-
tion.
Mr. Smith in his chapel speech
Tuesday elaborated on several im-
portant questions which should be
kept in sharp focus during Woos-ter'- s
$20 million Centennial Cam-
paign. Among them are "Why is
the College engaged in such a
campaign?" and "Are we to the
point where money is the primary
concern of even a Christian col-
lege?"
CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS
FROM
Nadelin's Restaurant
AND
Catering Service
Yes
BUYING A DIAMOND
IS SERIOUS BUSINESS.
For sincere help and ad-
vice see either Mr. or
Mrs. Pritchard at Pritchard
Jewelers. Large selection,
right prices and any Scot
may charge it or use ex-
tended payments.
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
145 E. Liberty St.
Opposite Newberry's
FOR
WOOSTER
WORLD WIDE
VOICE
oal hdmim b '- - Challenge Drive
Mr. Smith stated at the outset
that through a financial campaign
involves asking people for money,
this could be handled in vastly
different manners. "It can be a
crass, hard-hittin- g, hand-in-the-pock- et
affair. Such efforts usually
make their dollar goal, but create
so much ill-wi- ll that any real ad-
vance of the program for which
funds are sought can be ques-
tioned.
Why, How?
"It is necessary to look closely
at just why the College of Woos-
ter exists and how it plans to fur-
ther its ultimate goals. If these
ate in fact worthy and noble, they
will be attractive to men and wo-
men of good will. What is it then
that the College of Wooster stands
for?"
Mr. Smith warned the College
against the dangers of striving for
status. "Such a purpose reflects
the same kind of motivation which
obsesses so many individual Amer-
icans and in recent times, educa-
tional institutions that of status
MeWm GlvU&imaA,
CHRISTMAS,
CITY BOOK STORE
WOOSTER, OHIO
HE ORIGINAL
ASATAOaT
Born on the South African Veldt,
now worn around the world
. . .
British craftsmanship
featherlight and flexible
smart but rugged
Come In for a fining. You'll
"swear by Ihom."
you'll
Amster
LET
AUTO CLUB
TRAVEL AGENCY
S.F.R.C. Adopts Plan For
Coordination Of Calendar
A resolution proposing creation of a Central Calendar
Coordinating Committee was adopted at the Dec. 3 meeting
of the Student-Facult- y Relations Committee. It was passed
on to the Administrative officers of the College, and Presi
dent Lowry has given the opera-
ting directives to the concerned
individuals so that such a com-
mittee will soon begin to function.
The need arose during the past
few years when several organiza-
tions ran into unfortunate schedu-
ling conflicts after the school year
was underway. One was the spring
serenade concert of the men's sec-
tions and another was the SGA-sponsor- ed
movies.
The parts of the resolution
adopted follow:
Six-Mem- ber Board
A central committee of six mem-
bers will serve as a board of arbi-
tration to decide on dates for
campus events.
The committee will be composed
of: two students, one of which
shall be the Vice President of Cam-
pus Affairs of the SGA; two fa
and prestige. Status is the result
of phoney and false value judg-
ments. A real place in life is not
acquired by tides or luxury spend-
ing; nor does an institution have
it because someone ranks it among
the 'best ten' in the country.
"Real significance comes rather
from being a person or institu-
tion of some depth and wisdom.
The kind of prestige and 'status
worth having are not sought; they
come as a by-produ- ct of serving a
worthy purpose."
In relation to the function of the
faculty of the College, Mr. Smith
spoke of "a faculty comprised of
men and women of learninsr who
respect knowledge, but who know1
that beyond the world of fact lies
a world of value . . .
Moral Response
Mr. Smith considered the ques-
tion, "What is it that we want most
to happen to a student at Woos-
ter? This question was put to sev-
eral department chairmen last
June. The answer was this: To pre-
pare the student for a life of ser- -
Me
always find your campus favorites at
Shoes
. . . the finest in CAMPUS fashions
US HELP
Page Three
culty members chosen by the fa-
culty; and two administration
members, preferably a represent
tative of Public Relations and the
Dean of the College.
The Dean will serve as chairman
of the committee.
All organizations will be re-
quired to submit desired dates for
the next year's functions to the
committee before a pre-determin- ed
cut-of- f date (probably around the
first of May).
Calendar Additions
The chairman may approve or
reject additions to the calendar
after the school year begins. Stu-
dent social events will be cleared
by the Dean of Women, who may
also add social events when open
dates are available.
The official calendar will remain
in the Office of the Deans.
vice to a cause beyond himself . . .
in other words to send into the
world persons with some concep-
tion of what really matters in life
and the desire to make the world
a better place. Perhaps the most
urgent reason why such moral re-
sponse has become so important
is quite simply that most of the
major problems of our day pre-
sent themselves in moral terms.
Reason for Sacrifice
"It is to help bring such a
world closer to the reality for
which it was created that the Col-
lege of Wooster exists. It is for
this reason that we are even hav-
ing a Centennial effort. It is for
this reason that literally hundreds
of persons are making sacrifices
on behalf of the College at this
time."
Mr. Smith cited the responsi-
bility of the Trustees for raising
$5 million of the $20 million cen-
tennial goal, and of the Alumni for
raising $3 million. Some alumni
have repaid scholarships thev re
ceived as students and
.
have spent
mm mm -
considerable time calling on po-
tential donors. The communitv of
Wooster and Wayne County has
already raised $300,000 of its
$500,000 goal, and students, fac-
ulty and parents ahve made out
standing efforts.
CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS
FROM
Nadelin's Restaurant
AND
Catering Service
OF ENGLAND
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Phone 263-407- 0
AUTHORIZED TRAVEL AGENTS
Page Four
by Barb McCracken
In hurricane season, Florida
grows knock-knee-d over baro-
metric pressure; Greenwich Vil-
lage turns fidgety under social
pressure. To anyone, however, who
has experienced the full horror of
16-page-blue-b-
ook amnesia (a pe-
culiarly demoralizing variety) the
pressures of the academy are quite
as formidable.
"Good old golden rule days," it
would seem, disappeared simultan-
eously with the Stanley Steamer.
In their place: an eight-da- y week,
graded on a curve.
Of course, for many well-organiz- ed
students who have never heard
of No-Do- z, this picture is an exag-
geration one of the more ludicr-
ous Charles Addams cartoons. But
for others it is very accurate, and
few will deny that some tension
exists.
Realizing this, the Student-Facult- y
Relations Committee at
a recent meeting proposed that the
college incorporate a three-da- y
"breathing space" into its schedule.
Inserted in the middle of the se-
mester, the interval would be for
PITTSBURGH, PA $ 4.90
PHILADELPHIA, PA 16.90
WASHINGTON, D.C. 14.25
NEW YORK, N.Y 21.00
HIGHSPIRES, PA . 13.10
TRENTON, N.J 18.20
study and relaxation. No classes
would be held, no assignments
made, no social activities sched-
uled, no one would be permitted
to go home. Student opinion varies
considerably.
Student Opinions
Ann Zimmerman, senior English
major, left that "much of the ten-
sion at Wooster comes from the
fact that there's almost no way to
get away the spiritual andor
intellectual stimulus inspired by
the Adventure in Education is con-
siderably dampened by the mono-
tony inherent in living within the
same five blocks and looking at the
same conglomerate Gothic archi-
tecture for three months without
a break. A three-da- y break in
which you couldn't leave and
there'd be no social activities
would wind up being the time
you'd 'put everything off until,'
then get very little done anyway.
Sounds dull.
Nancy Rose, junior history ma-
jor, thought it would be a good
idea if it were offered "in addition
to regular vacation days." A break
of this nature would give time for
Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year
WOOSTER FLORAL
ON THE SQUARE
Phono 263-28- 86
SPECIAL OPERATION BUS ORDER
Designed for Special Movements
Effective Dec. 19, 1963 to Jan. 6, 1964
Round Trip Only
MINIMUM OF 30 PASSENGERS PER BUS
NEWARK, N.J
BUFFALO, N.Y
ROCHESTER, N.Y. .....
SYRACUSE, N.Y.
0
.....$20.45
..... 9.75
12.55
15.60
CHICAGO, ILL. ..... 14.00
. For Information, Contact:
ANNE GRIGSBY or ARTHUR TOENSMEIER on Campus
or Your Greyhound Agent, Mr. Kendall
mm oo
A
o
A short walk is good for you. But when you really
want to travel you can't beat Greyhound for going
places at lowest cost. In fact Greyhound costs less
than trains, planes or drivingyourself. For economy.
GO GREYHOUND . . . AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US.
No Othtr Form of Public Transportation Hat Farts So Low. For Example:
ONE WAY
AUGUSTA, GA. ... ........... 22.40
BALTIMORE, MD
.....$ 13.20
CHICGJf ILL 1 1 35
DETROIT, MICH. ..... ...... 7.90
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. ....... 65.05
MIAMI, FLA 38.95
NEW YORK, N.Y.
.. 17.75
PHILADELPHIA, PA 14.70
ST. LOUIS, MO. ..... 17.30
WASHINGTON, D.C 12.55
ROUND TRIP
40.35
23.80
20.45
14.25
117.10
70.15
31.95
26.50
31.15
22.60
TICKETS GOOD FOR 60 DAYS AND ONE YEAR
Wooster Bus Terminal
31 1 East South Street
Phone 264-10- 40
BAGGAGE: You can talc mora with you on a Greyhound. If you prefer sond
laundry or oxlra baggagt on ahc-a- d by Greyhound Package Express. If
thtro in hours and costs you loss.
"Remember, More People Travel by Bus than All Other Forms
of Public Transportation Combined
WOOSTER VOICE
Mhms Eteotf To fulid-Te- nii Break
the outside reading, necessary to
many courses, that so often piles
up and must be done during va-
cation.
Patty Alorley, senior religion ma.
was not in favor of the breakt'or,
iecause 'I don't think we're ma-tur- e
enough at an undergraduate
level to make use of its potential.
It could be a wonderful thing for
Junior and Senior IS. students,
but I don't believe they or the ma
jority of the student body would
take it seriously. They wouldn't
concentrate."
Betsy Stout, junior music educa-
tion major, saw little purpose in a
"breather" for everyone. Some
students' schedules simply do not
generate the pressure that others
do, and for many the three days
would be only a waste of time.
Tension Producer
Judy Kerr, senior sociology ma-
jor, pointed out that the pressure
points in a student's curriculum
might not coincide with the break
what is to be done with the time
if one is caught up? For those who
were seriously behind, the tempta-
tion would be to procrastinate un-
til the break, which would then,
of course, inevitably prove inade-
quate for their needs.
Connie Bardett, senior history
major, recognized that it would be
difficult to control the use of the
three days. However, the idea of
a lengthy "cessation of the fifty
million meetings and rehearsals"
an opportunity for I.S. work was
very appealing to her personally.
Melanie Wies, junior geology
major, felt that the "atmosphere of
academic silence" would produce
a tension more virulent than that
which must always exist in a com-
petitive situation anyway.
Diana Coulton, senior English
major, was in firm agreement with
Melanie. "Three days with nothing
but study or the chance to do so
would create only more tension
principally by the feeling that you
are obligated to study whether you
are or not. Now if it were three
days in New York . . . "
MacLEOD ABROAD -
MacLeod Abroad, a group
of Wooster students touring
Europe, will again be spon-
sored this summer by the
SGA. Dr. Watts will be the
faculty advisor for the group,
and prices and schedule will
remain about the same as
last year. Interested students
should contact Sabra Upton.
Wooster Schedules
Summer Session
The College of Wooster's 1964
summer session commences with
registration on the afternoon of
Monday, June 8. Classes begin
Tuesday, June 9, and end Friday,
July 31, with final exams the fol-
lowing day.
Tuition per credit hour will be
$39 corresponding almost exactly
to the tuition rate for the academic
year. There will be no activities
fee; however, extracurricular ac-
tivities will be scheduled. Board
for the session is $125, and room
is $75.
Information by February
Director of the summer school
Dr. Gordon Tait states that a cata-
log containing courses and other
information should be ready by
early February.
The small but successful summer
session of '63 was the first held
here in 10 years. Of a total enroll-
ment of 116 students 72 were men
and 44 were women; 56 were pres-
ent Wooster students, seven of
which were in-comi- ng freshmen;
students from other sources num-
bered 60.
Extracurricular Activities
Thirty-seve- n courses were of-
fered from 14 departments, Eng-
lish and education courses being
the most popular. Extracurricular
activities included ice cream so-
cials, Arena Fair theater parties
and an amateur theater produc-
tion, Critic s Choice, produced by
Ed Logelin.
eason's mtmg$
anb
Citizen s National
Bank
Have you mot our
man on campus yet?
Better soo him soon,
if you want to save
money and see the world.
The Sheraton Campus Representative will give you free a Sheraton
Student ID or Faculty Guest Card. With it you can stay at any of 87
Sheraton Hotels round the world at special low discount rates . . . even
in single rooms! Save even more with 2 or 3 in a room. Group rates for
clubs and teams. Wherever Sheraton is, there's a world of things to see
and do. For more information and your ID Card, contact this Sheraton
Campus Representative:
Sheraton Hotels Motor Inns
Coast to coast in U.S.A.; in Hawaii; Canada; Nassau; Jamaica; Mexico;
Puerto Rico; Venezuela; Tel Aviv, Israel; Tokyo (opening Sept., 1964)
Flair Travel Consultants
346 East Bowman Street
WOOSTER, OHIO
Phone 263-780- 1
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Congressional Club Throws
Washington Trip Open To All
The Congressional Club is opening its annual trip to
Washington, D.C, between first and second semesters to all
interested students and faculty at the College. Last year the
group had discussions and seminars with, among others,
Attorney General Robert Kennedy,
Speaker of the House John Mc-Corma- ck,
and Special Counsel to
the late President, Ted Sorensen.
The group will leave on Sunday,
Jan. 26, after the last day of final
exams, and will return on Wed-
nesday evening, Jan. 29, in time
to attend the first day's classes
of the second semester. The cost
last year, including transportation,
came to $20-$3- 0. All interested
SGA And Avis Co.
Provide Car Rental
The SGA and the Administra-
tion have worked out tentative
plans for a car rental service on
campus with Avis Rent-a-Ca- r Com-
pany. The Administration has ap-
proved the plan and all that re-
mains is for the SGA legislature
to take final action.
By the scheme, Avis cars would
be available at all times to all
students for any . reason. One or
perhaps several cars would be
kept on campus for immediate
service at all times.
Students and faculty would re-rei- ve
a 20 percent discount on the
regular prices of $9.00 per day
plus 9 cents per mile. A special
weekend plan would also be of-
fered for use of any car from Fri-
day noon until Monday noon; the
rates would in that case be $11
for the weekend plus 9 cents per
mile. The 20 percent discount
would not apply to the weekend
plan.
students who are not members of
the Congressional Club contact Bill
Vodra or Jim Pope about their
SUMMER SERVICE SESSIONS
Students interested in dis-
cussing opportunities for jobs
or travel this summer may
drop in at the SGA office,
Stadium Unit 2, for a chat
with Frankie Stafford, Marcy
Kerr or Jim Cotton, members
of the SGA Summer Service
Bureau.
Most of the time in the capital
is spent in interviews, discussions
and seminars with various indi-
viduals and agencies. The letters
for this year's program were sent
out this past week and, if the re-
sponse is similar to the one re-
ceived last year, Wooster students
should have an opportunity to talk
with notables in government that
they may never again equal in
their life.
Last year, in addition to Robert
Kennedy, McCormack and Soren-
sen, the group met with Senators
John Tower, Jacob Javits, Stephen
Young and Herman Talmadge,
former Ambassador to the Soviet
Union Llewellyn Thompson, the
Deputy Director of the Peace
Corps, Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare Anthony Cele-breez- e,
and officials in the Depart-
ments of Agriculture, Commerce,
Defense and Treasury. A luncheon
was held with the Ohio Republi-
can Congressional delegation.
COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
Wash 20c 'd Dry 10c
SPECIAL DRESSES
for
THE PARTY-GOE- R
DAYTIME COCKTAIL
'0
Minutes
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Two Blocks North of Campus
Beall Avenue
Beall at Hartzler
ECON-O-WAS- H
Phone 264-18- 91
EVENING, All in Beautiful Fabrics and Colors
Mali ieetifel Stio), Inc.
FASHIONS OF DISTINCTION
for Holiday Parties
California COBBERSW
BASQUE
Blk. Sugar Kid
9.95
at
"OW CLODS
on the Square
i
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IFrora The Slotting Bloc!:
By Mike Stott
At the risk of belaboring the obvious, I'd like to add
my two cents worth of congratulations to what has already
been said about Wooster's win over Wittenberg, the number
one ranked small college cage team in the nation. I thought
it was great. The defense was superb, rebounding superlative (52-3- 3
favor of the Scots), Wooster initiative all time and student re-
sponse excellent.
That Wittenberg violated one of their basic principles, altering
from a zone to man to man defense, is a great tribute to the effort
displayed by oiir boys. Wooster forced the Tigers to play their style
of ball and in the initiate category the team rated an A. Every
member of the squad contributed to the win and that makes it even
sweeter.
Proud mentor Al Van Wie wishes to thank all those students,
players and coaches who backed the Scots when the going wasn't as
easy the past several years. Heartening to players and coaches alike
was the well deserved standing ovation given to Dave Guldin near
the close of the game. The lanky junior did a whale of a job on All-Americ- an
Al Thrasher. Also deserving of mention is steadily im-
proving Bob Hartshorn who guarded Bob Cherry who is called by
Akron sports writer Tom Melody, "The most recognized college ath-
lete in the U. S. today."
After the contest many Scot followers quipped to me: "Now you
have something to write about." How true, but what about those
who played and coached. Coach Van Wie noted the effect of the win
on the student body. He said he had never seen everyone so positive.
This was perhaps so because they had something to be proud of.
All of us had a hard time believing it had happened once it was
over. Others did too. Pat Milligan, one of the good big men who
played under Mose Hole, called Van Wie at 1:30 a.m. and asked,
"Is it true?" Then when Van Wie affirmed the truism, Milligan was
heard to say on the other end of the line, "It's true, it's true." Taylor
Baker, assistant coach at Cincinnati called Monday to find out "When
we could come up and watch a practice" and to offer congratula-
tions. The announcer of KYW reading basketball scores read, "Woos-
ter 57, Wittenberg 54, Wooster 57, Wittenberg 54? That's what it
says here!"
Mose Hole, repository of b-ba- ll remembrances, could recall
many exciting basketball events in the past but he said the victory
had to be one of the real all time Scot triumphs.
With student response so magnanimous the possibility of a bus
tomorrow to Otterbein is in the offing. If you don't have really
pressing prior commitments make it part of your adventure in edu-
cation to be on that "3:10 to Yuma." By virtue of its three straight
conference wins the team has shown it is worthy of all the support
the student body can muster. Two victories this weekend should give
them real momentum. Go with the Black and Gold. Back 'em to the
hilt in every tilt.
Neighbors couldn't believe the preliminary action on the same
evening. I heard one spectator comment: "Number 22 looks like he'd
fall over if you breathed on him." Maybe someone should have.
John Thomas, 22, former All Mid-America- n Conference guard for
Miami, hit his first eight shots from the field and received applause
only when he missed. He ended up with 31 for the night. Three
others on the Hamilton Dental Supply played ball once upon a time
for Woo U. Cliff Perkins, 24, graduated m 1960. Ron, 13, his bro
ther, is down at state with the rest of them. He was in the class of
1965 while here. Dan Thomas, 33, holds the career scoring record
for Wooster. Pat Moyen, 7, played freshman ball at State when Jerry
Lucas was a sophomore. As a team they hit 41 of 66 shots from the
field for .620 percent. The national college record is .6677 held by
Ohio State. All in all it was a fine evening for -- roundball.
PICKS OF THE PROPHET. After an 8-4- -1 catastrophe last time
out the Prophet is up to a 66-34-- 4 season mark. With the bowl guesses
he is going to try to close out the year in a blaze of glory, but pros-
pects aren't bright as he clutches on the close ones. The point spread
at press time is seven on the GIANTS-Steeler- s clash. I'll have to go
along with that. Sun Bowl OREGON (7-3- ), to take SMU (4-6- ).
Rose ILLINOIS (7-1-1- ), over Washington (6-4- ). Orange Jimmy
Sidle and AUBURN (9-1- ), over a tough Nebraska (9-1-) squad. Cot-
ton the tough Longhorn defense of TEXAS (10-0- ) should stop Stau-bac- h
and NAVY (9-1- ). Sugar ALABAMA (7-2-) will manhandle
Ole Miss (7-0-2- ). Gator NORTH CAROLINA (8-2- ) to blitz the
Air Force (7-3- ). BAYLOR (7-3-) ought to tiptoe by LSU (7-3-) in
the Bluebonnet Bowl. In the Liberty Bowl watch for MISSISSIPPI
STATE (6-2-- 2) to clean North Carolina State (8-2- ).
YOUR COLLEGE STORE
YEAS AROUND
HEADQUARTERS
For Gifts At Any Season
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
P.S. Write home officially use our College of Wooster stationery!
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Bill Gribble Passes off as Scots head in for a score against
Wittenberg. Guarding the Canton flash are the Tigers' Dick
Schilts (31) and Bill Fischer (41).
First Leads Leaque
by Jim Evans
Kenarden League basketball got
under way last week and the ear-
liest results seem to promise a tight
race with a strong well-balance- d
league.
With each team having played
two gamesi First is in sole pos-
session of first place, behind the
Wittenberg Hosts
Tankers Tomorrow
Tomorrow afternoon Scot tank-
ers venture to Wittenberg to begin
their dual meet season. Last week-
end Wooster scored two points in
finishing in 10th place in the ninth
annual OAC relays held at Ohio
Wesleyan.
Wittenberg's Tigers finished first
with 89 points. Eight time winner
Kenyon, finished second with 56,
followed by B-- W (52), Akron
(50) and OWU 48. Wooster's 200
yard medley relay team of Dick
Reidinger, Bob Kenworthy, Ged
Schweikert and Baillie Dunlap
finished sixth and accounted for
the Scots' only points.
Last year the Scots fell 47-3- 9
in dual competition in the final
relay to the Tigers in a meet held
at Wooster. The Tigers, who as-
tounded the swimming world by
triumphing Saturday over Ken-
yon, winner of the conference
championship the last 10 years,
are stronger in every stroke and
have been singled out by confer-
ence coaches as the team to beat.
Coach Johnny Swigart feels that
Wooster may get several good in-
dividual performances from his
squad even though the team is
not as strong as last year's 6-- 4
sixth place conference contingent.
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strong scoring of John Schaeffer
and Joe Bowdon. "Schaef" had 25
points as First defeated Second,
46-3- 7, in the first game of the
year. Later in the week, First
squeaked by Third, 26-2- 4, in a
slow, poorly-playe- d game that saw
the Rabbis go completely cold in
the second half, scoring only five
points.
In other important early action,
Fifth, who had lost their first
game to Third, 49-4- 1, bounced
back to knock off perennial power
Seventh, 54-4- 7. Big gun for the
Delts was Ralph Schreiber who
contributed 23 points. He is far
and away the league's leading
scorer, averaging 20.5 points per
game. '
Aside from Fifth's phenomenal
shooting, they beat the Tri-Kap- s
at their own game, rebounding, as
Schreiber and Joe Uhrig domin-
ated both backboards. Seventh just
couldn't get that second shot, and
Fifth seemed to shoot at will.
Nevertheless, Seventh fought back
gamely from a 29-1- 9 half-tim- e de-
ficit, and promises to be one of the
league's top teams in later play.
Third, Fifth, Sixth and Seventh
are all tied for second place, each
with one win and one loss, with
Second the league's only winless
team. Other scores: Seventh 49,
Sixth 31; Sixth 47, Second 33.
The next games are scheduled
for tomorrow afternoon and Tues-
day night. Tuesday night's ac-
tivity will complete the first half
of play.
Ssois Hop
Sun WiHenbeig,' Hiram
by Don Kennedy
Riding high on the success of an upset of the nation's
number one small college team and three straight conference
triumps, the Wooster Scots meet a tough Central State outfit
tonight and invade Otterbein Saturday in a key road series.
Unbeaten Central State went to
the semi-final-s of the NAIA tour
ney last winter. Ohio Conference
rival Otterbein is fresh off an up- -
set of Muskingum Tuesday night,
Coach Al Van Wie sroundballers
came from behind to whip Heidel- -
berg in their opener, played a
great game to whip Wittenberg,
and ast Tuesday night slacked off
a bit but still outplayed Hiram,
70-6- 2.
Rally Tops Heidelberg
After being behind by as much
as six points with five minutes to
play, the Scots rallied to overtake
Heidelberg, 73-6- 7, at Heidelberg
in their first outing of the year,
Dec. 3. The victory was Wooster's
first Ohio Conference road triumph
since the last contest of the 1961-6- 2
campaign when Oberlin fell
Victim.
Sophomore sharpshooter Bill
Gribble's medium-rang- e jump
shots accounted for 14 points to
lead the Scots to a four-poi- nt half-tim- e
bulge of 38-3- 4. However, the
ocots shooting touch went cold
early in the second half as the Stu-
dent Princes out-score- d them 12-- 2
in the first six minutes of play.
Coach Al Van Wie's charges
fought to a 52-5- 2 deadlock when
Captain Dan Krichbaum's short
jumper tied the score. Again,
Heidelberg raced away to a six-poi- nt
lead with little time re-
maining.
At this point. Gribble sank four
shots, and freshman standout Tim
Jordan chipped in with one to
vault the Scots into a lead that
Heidelberg could not overcome.
Gribble's 25 points topped scor-
ing honors, while Jordan, the 64
freshman starter from Mansfield.
garnered 22 and carried the big
load on the boards with 14 re-
bounds. On the whole, Wooster's
shooting percentage was an ex-
cellent 44 percent.
A dearth of free throw attempts
hurt the Scot Junior Varsity as
they bit the dust, 66-5- 9, to Heidel-
berg's JV. Wooster outscored Hei-
delberg from the field but had only
11 charity tosses to Heidelberg's
26. Mike Fenton, 6--7 center from
West Virginia, led the futile Scot
attack with 21 markers.
Scots Stun Wittenberg
Then came Wittenberg, the
much-publicize- d number one small
college team in the nation. A big
surprise package awaited them at
Severance Gym as 1,500 people
saw the Scots methodically build
a 35-2- 2 half-tim- e advantage and
stave off the late Wittenberg
charge to upset them, 57-5- 4.
TO ALL AT
THE
College of Wooster
AND GOOD LUCK TO THE
BASKETBALL TEAM
Heidelberg;
From the spotlight introduction
of the 1963-6- 4 Wooster Varsity,
: k:- - u a., m.j. 'j
Gold were undaunted by Witten.
berg's reputation and keyed almost
lo a fever pitch for an upset,
Coach Van Wie's five beat Witten- -
berg at their own game: a slow,
deliberate attack, great defense,
outstanding rebounding, and tre- -
mendous hustle.
Wittenberg's vaunted Little Ail- -
American forward, Al Thrasher,
was held to only nine points by
6-- 4 junior Dave Guildin. Four of
those points came when Guldin
was not in the game, and four
more came in the last scrambling
minutes when Thrasher twice stole
the ball for unguarded lavups. In
addition to this accomplishment,
Guldin scored 13 points and was
a terror under the boards, hogging
18 ricochets. Bill Gribble led all
scorers with 19 points.
Wittenberg Cold
Capitalizing: o n Wittenberg's
cold shooting hand (only 27 per-
cent in the game and even less in
the first half), the Scots carefully
built their 13 point halftime cush-
ion. Though their shooting may
have been off, Wittenberg's famous
defense showed very well as the
acots could not work the ball
under the basket. But Wooster
compensated by above average out-
side shooting (a phenomenal 51.9
percent in the first half) , tremend-
ous rebounding, and tip-in- s. The
final rebounding tabulation show-
ed Wooster with 54 and Witten-
berg with only 33.
Wooster nursed their lead in the
second half while Wittenberg
seemed determined to use in-
effective set plays. Their play-mak- er
constantly had either one
or two fingers in the air to no
avail whatsoever. However, with
about seven minutes to play, Wit-
tenberg's full court press began to
pay dividends as they gradually
sliced the margin. But clutch foul
shooting kept the Fighting Scots
in a slight lead.
In the last few minutes. Witten
berg forced Wooster into several
onensive mistakes, but time ran
out with Wooster on the loner end
of the score. It was a great victory.
Fantasticly accurate outside
shooting by Ohio State Univer
sity's Dental School simplv over--
whelmed the Wooster Freshmen in
the preliminary game, 102-6- 7.
2nd Half Recovery Over Hiram
After a ragged first half in
which the Scots seemed to have
suffered a letdown after the Wit
tenberg victory. Wooster rallied in
the second half to beat Hiram,
70-6- 2, on Dec. 10.
The Wooster five broke fast.
connecting on eight of their first
10 shots and led, 17-- 3, with only
six minutes gone. However, the
shooting cooled rapidly and their
fastbreak cost them more balls
than it got them baskets. Hiram,
shooting 50 percent from the field,
led at the half, 34-3- 1.
Sparked by forward Buddy Har-
ris, starting his first game this
year, the Scots outscored Hiram,
10-- 2, in a four-minut- e period early
in the second half to take the lead,
48-4- 1. But Hiram's Terry Brown
and Ken Rowen knotted the score
at 53 all.
Here, Tim Jordan ripped the
cords for a pair, Harris connected
on a three-poin- t play, and Dan
Krichbaum rang the bell with a
one-hand- er to forge the Scots into
a 60-5- 3 lead. Krichbaum fouled
out with 4:07 remaining, but
Wooster scrambled to victory.
Harris hit nine of 13 shots plus
four perfect free throws for 22
points. Bill Gribble scored 19;
Dave Guldin topped the rebound-er- s
with 15.
Dan Roseberry hit for 16 points
to lead the Junior Varsity to its
first win of the season, 58-5- 3, over
Hiram.
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Letters Discuss NAACP,. Roiii, Rushing
(Continued from Page 2)
should, in my opinion, be acted
upon only in situations in which
the effort may have some honest,
worthwhile and, above all, readily
apparent consequences. Maintain-
ing any sort of organization, no
matter what its aims, without hope
of effecting some real and concrete
benefit reduces the organization's
function to mere lip service. Lip
service to a cause, no matter how
morally or ethically sound, is
worthless.
The mere existence of any group
of this sort, I maintain, only serves
to bring to light a situation which
exists beyond the influence of
Wooster and which has never pre-
sented a problem to Wooster. It
seems to indicate that the prob-
lem does exist here and that a few
interested parties are attempting
to stampout such a scourge and
its effects. This, though it may ap-
pear so to outsiders witnessing
this group, is simply not the case.
Wooster is a fine institution; ra-
cial equality is a great and endur-
ing cause; but with a move such
as the one proposed we are in ef-
fect saying to the world, "Some of
our best friends are
..." Thisdoes not give the racial atmosphere
on this campus due credit.
I have nothing personal against
any members of this movement or
the principles behind it. Being my-
self the product of an inter-raci- al
marriage I can appreciate the
cause of racial equality. But when
the purpose of and atmosphere of
this or any such institution seem
endangered by an extreme rightist
hypocrisy, I believe someone
should be heard for the other side.
I hope this group in its effort
to accomplish equality will not re-
vert to such hypocrisy, and I hope
they will take this as their real
challenge.
Frank Gilbuena
'
Active Efforts Needed
To the Editor:
Since last spring, Wooster stu-
dents, like those all over the coun-
try, have shown an upswing in
interest in the civil rights prob-
lem, and have responded in such
a way as to give one new faith in
the future of the "small conserva-
tive arts college." Perhaps soon
we will see originating from the
campus, as a result of this growing
interest, some form of constructive
social action in both the college
and the town by our students.
Unfortunately, the movement
here is being limited by the skep-
ticism of those ignorant oJF the true
situation in Wooster, and attacked
by those who claim that students
of this college have no right, as
outsiders, to interfer in the prob-
lems of the Wooster community.
Claim Interference
We have found a curious echo
of this claim in the objections of
white Southerners to the presence
of Northern college students at a
Southwestern Tennessee workcamp
which we attended over Thanks-
giving vacation. What right had
we (they call us "agitators" and
"interfering foreigners") to con-
cern ourselves with the problem of
a people we supposedly know
nothing about? Who were we, to
come and cause disrest among the
previously contented (or so the
story goes) Negro population?
To the Southerner speaking thus
our only answer could be as fol-
lows: The South is not a land
apart; it is a part of America.
While admittedly we are not citi-
zens of the South, we are citizens
of America and we cannot stand
by and allow such blindness and
bigotry to cripple our country any
longer. It is as simple as that.
Answers Community
We would answer in much the
same way those from both the
Wooster campus and community
who have objected to students col-
lecting funds for Operation Free-
dom, to the SGA Gvil Rights Com-
mittee, and to the newly formed
chapter of the NAACP here. We've
seen and talked to the people
helped by Operation Freedom,
Negro sharecroppers evicted from
their land because they tried to
register to vote. We've met citizens
of Wooster who have run up
against a wall of white hypocrisy
in their attempts to obtain decent
housing in this town.
For this reason we hope that
many of our fellow students here
from different areas of the coun-
try will find the opportunity to
go South, perhaps through a work-cam- p
program such as the one in
which we participated, to see and
judge the situation for themselves.
Even more than this, however, we
hope that many, during their years
of residence at Wooster, will ac-
knowledge their responsibility to
this community, to realize that
even here there are injustices
Assure a rosy future
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which must be corrected, and
which they must help correct. We
would then urge all students who
feel concern over the civil rights
issue here, and who are willing to
take on the duties such concern
demands, to join with the 71 pres-
ently registered members of the
NAACP now on campus to work
locally for the greater justice and
equality among men which must
someday extend to all the people
of the world.
Sincerely,
Barb Clack
Janet Meyers
Lauds Raju
To the Editor:
Surprisingly enough, few of us
students are aware of the fact
that we have the good fortune of
having Dr. P. T. Raju, one of the
world's leading philosophers, as
a visiting professor.
Next term he will be teaching
courses in Comparative Philoso-
phy, which treats with the inter-penetrati- on
of themes through the
Western, Indian and Chinese phi-
losophical traditions, Indian Re-
ligion, which considers Hinduism,
Buddhism, Jainism, etc., and the
Development of India from 1877
to the present day, which treats
India's social, political, economic
and religious growth, Gandhian
thought in action, and India's
struggle for independence from
British rule.
Let's take advantage of this rare
opportunity and avail ourselves of
the experience of an exposure to
a great and brilliant mind.
Pat Gorman
Long Ago, Far Away
To the Editor:
Once upon a time, a long, long
time ago, and in a land far
away, college was different. Classes
were completely voluntary, and
students were free to practice their
vices, like smoking, wherever they
wanted. Faculty and Student Body
periodically came out in favor of
each other, sometimes even affirm-
ing the other's humanity.
Long ago in this Neophytic Era
societies arose, Greek-lette-r frater-
nities as they were called, and stu-
dents clamored for the opportunity
to join their esoteric ranks. Day
and night the hopeful novitiates
sought admission at their locked
doors, gradually learning pass-
word from entering members and
occasionally improving their status
by learning an active's name. The
actives, always inventive with
words, called this rush. Everyone
was happy a long, long time ago.
With Progress, however, has
come change, and fraternities no
longer own locked doors and
houses before which novitiates can
demonstrate. Heavy schedules have
eliminated the possibility of an
active's learning a password, and
lack of locks makes it equally im-
practical. Some have even found
Greek letters too great a strain. So
rush has changed. The burden of
proof no longer lies with noviti-
ates, but with the actives, and the
unquenchable ingenuity of college
students has led to the develop-
ment of a number of special Rush
Techniques.
1. Early Commitment: Among
the more traditional approaches
is one drawn from the example of
conservative, evangelical religion.
The active, most effectively a
charismatic personality, cleverly
TELEPHONE F-THE-W- ONTH
gets to know the novitiate, tricking
him into believing he really likes
him. Then, carefully choosing a
moment of low rational resistance,
he pushes for a decision in a per-
sonal "I-Tho- u" Encounter.
2. Divide and Conquer: De-
pends upon strength of numbers.
The advantage of this approach is
that it can make the novitiate feel
particularly important because he
is receiving the undivided atten-
tion of several actives. Particularly
effective where the novitiate can
be backed against a wall or similar
obstruction. In this case, actives
should deftly close off all other
avenues of escape.
3. Ivory Palace: Popular where
approach 2 is impossible. Small
fraternities remain essentially se-
cluded, drawn apart in an aura of
other-worldl- y Mysticism and the
Magical. This approach has al-
ways succeeded in convincing a
few courageous novitiates to ven-
ture within the forboding walls.
The innocent fly has seldom
escaped the well-webbe- d spider.
4. Feint, Parry, Thrust: Peculiar
to at least one fraternity. Was de-
veloped by an ingenious Jewish
psychologist of several years ago.
The basic idea is to manuever the
novitiate off-balan- ce by unexpected
deception, such as' earnestly telling
him, if possible several times a
day, that your fraternity does not
rush. Novitiates seem to find this
approach particularly enticing, but
beware it is not overdone.
5. Queen's Pawn Gambit: Popu-
lar in the past. Object is to feel
out novitiates by offering various
rewards for showing interest in
that fraternity (rides to football
games, pizzas, dinners, girls, etc.).
A recent ruling by a high .judicial
organization has made this ap-
proach illegal on some campuses,
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: BARRY SMITH
Barry Smith is responsible for the telephone service of
24,000 customers in Charleston, West Virginia. Barry
(A.B., 1960) is a Commercial Manager for The Chesa-
peake and Potomac Telephone Company of West Virginia.
Challenges? This job presents all kinds from ironing
out human problems to improving service, to developing
new practices Barry must meet them all.
After he joined the company, Barry negotiated an im-
portant 50-ye- ar telephone franchise for Fairview. Later
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except on the most modest of
scales. Be sure; of the position
your college takes before employ-
ing it. And remember: it's the
end-gam- e that really counts any-
way.
Sincerely,
Jim Evans
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he was responsible for commercial operations around
Clarksburg and, while on the commercial engineering staff,
contributed a unique system of measuring construction
profitability. With such a wealth of experience, Barry was
a natural choice for the Charleston promotion.
Barry Smith, like many young men, is impatient to
make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growin- g telephone business.
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